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Some background information on previous year’s session themes: 

 

2017 Theme: Electrification, it's not just about the Powertrain. 

 

 

Presentations: Challenges for Future Transportation Electrification, Wireless Power 
Transfer: A Developers Guide, Which Way for Wireless Power? High Q or High K?, 
Electrification of the auxiliary accessories in EDV’s, 12V to 48V Supply Chain, Electric 
Drive Technologies Research Roadmap Update, Waste Heat Recuperation for 
Passenger Vehicles 

 

2018 Theme:  Vehicle Batteries; It's more than just stacking cells together and an EV1 
Retrospective. 
 
Presentations: EV1 Retrospective,  Solid state battery with glass electrolyte, Lithium ion 
batteries: Current Status and Future Needs for Electric Vehicles and Fast Charging, An 
Overview of the Part Acceptance Process for Regulated Lithium Ion Batteries in 
Transportation, Thermal Management of Batteries, Supercaps, An Overview and 
Comparison of On Board Chargers Topologies, semiconductors choices and 
synchronous rectification advantages in Automotive Applications 
 
2019 Theme: Technology Enablers for Vehicle Electrification:  
 
Presentations: Applications of 3D printing for Power Electronics, Novel Metal-Carbon 
Materials called Covetics, Silicon Carbide inverter development and inverter testing and 
findings from heavy-duty vehicle, Holistic Thermal Management, Electrification recycling, 
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Enabling ultra-fast charging of EVs with 3D silicon anode structures in lithium batteries, 
Beyond Conventional Wireless Power Transfer and Education of Electrification Engineers 
 

As a thought starters for next year’s theme the committee has suggested the following 
themes. We would also appreciate your inputs for next year’s theme. 

 

Infrastructure needs for electric transportation 

Trains / cars / airplanes / utilities / batteries / solar / where does the energy come from 

A complete session on Rail in Japan 

 

Grid interaction with other networks at different voltages 

Standards on grid interactions, infrastructure requirements (well to wheel) 

 

More information on zero emission vehicles and how is it measured 

Focus on busses vs light rails? 

 

Criteria for sustainable transportation and supply system(RAP session?) 

 

Where we are at today:    Yellow = Approved 

 

Jun: PE applications in Railway System (Two Presentations) Dr. Masada 

Pt.I : Ground Facilities (Energy Management System for Urban Network, Energy-
efficient Power Supply for High Speed Train, Super Speed Maglev System) 

Pt.II: Energy-efficient and alternative fuel Vehicle Drive Systems for Urban, 
Regional and High Speed Train  

 Applications for Power Electronics? 

Comments Davide: 

1) The latest power electronics applications to railways in Japan 
 A key technology for sustainable railways –  
Eisuke MASADA & Tetsuo UZUKA 

 

Looks a very interesting presentation, I would be particularly curious of learning more 
about “The trains equipped with batteries and fuel cells, which have been operated in 
unelectrified lines” 
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I think anyway that the abstract mentions too many subjects to be presented in a 20min 
time: “Sic Inverters, battery equipped trains, smart power system for urban transport, 
SMPS for superconducting MagLev, system, incorporation of IoT technos” 

I would suggest to reduce the number of subjects to a couple of the more interesting, to 
have enough time to deploy the discussion to a good level on information. 

2) NPERC-J  Hazime Shimizu 
ON the sustainability of battery electric vehicles from a view point of the "Well to Wheel 
Model" 
 

I like this paper more, definitely the “Well to tank” (or to battery in our case) is a very 
interesting point that somewhat it is forgotten when calculating the CO2 emissions of 
xEVs.  

Also, a good discussion in “how to use BEVs suitably for improving people’s quality of 
life in line with a new coming mobility era”, looks a very catching point for a broader 
audience.  

 

Next week I am not sure to be able to connect to our call, since traveling, this is then my update: 

 on my proposal for the FuSA paper, our safety engineer is not very keen of coming and 
presenting at APEC, though he can support me in creating the presentation. 
I have some material he sent to me to review as a starting point and I will see if I can find 
another person interested to present; worst case I could take the lead to present on 
behalf.    

 I contacted also a friend in ABB, working in chargers, though he declined the offer. 
 I have another former colleague proposing a paper on “HV diode performances for EV 

chargers”, if this can be interesting for us I can ask him to send me the abstract. 
 

Brij: An energy storage overview Matt Keyser. Matt is group manager in NREL  

An energy storage overview will detail the strengths and weaknesses of today’s lithium-
ion chemistries.  The overview will include DOE’s future vision with regards to 
increasing the energy density of lithium ion systems by exploring lithium sulfur 
cathodes, lithium metal and silicon anodes, and high voltage liquid and solid-state 
electrolytes.  NREL will then introduce the DOE extreme fast charging program 
describing how the cell and module design needs to be improved to meet the lifetime 
expectations of the consumer. Furthermore, we will highlight the thermal limiting 
conditions associated with extreme fast charging while outlining where the heat is 
generated in a cell, the efficiencies of power and energy cells, and what type of battery 
thermal management solutions are available in today’s market. Finally, we will broadly 
outline DOE’s Behind the Meter Storage Program that considers BTMS electrochemical 
solutions for applications with less focus on energy density in mass and volume, in 
contrast to the extreme fast charging program, while instead pursuing potential novel 
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battery solutions such as advanced lead acid, sodium-ion and zinc air battery 
systems.  In the end, we hope to show that energy storage systems are varied, and 
each application requires a unique solution to address today’s technological barriers. 

 

Brij. Concerning Hyperloop contact   (travel cost issue – maybe future opportunity?) 

A Speaker for Industry session is not required to have Conference Registration to 
attend and participate in that Industry session. Exhibit Only badge  is sufficient at no 
cost for the registration. 

I am not aware of APEC covering cost of travel nor hotel accommodation for Industry 
Session Presenter nor Plenary Speakers. 

 

Brij: Safety standards for EDV’s for transportation Awaiting abstract.  (Functional Safety 
ISO but with power electronics focus)  -- abstract received 

 

Thomas: PSMA Speakers for APEC 

Below are the details for the cryogenic hydrogen fuel cell program that I discussed 
today.   

Also, we might be able to recruit speakers from the 2019 AIAA/IEEE Electric Aircraft 
Technologies Symposium, which will be in Indianapolis on August 22-
24.  https://www.aiaa.org/propulsionenergy/program/eats   

 

If not for 2020 APEC, then these could be good contacts for 2021 APEC.   --- Article for 
Joe for the Fall 2019 PSMA newsletter IEEE EATS (Indy on Aug 22-24) and CHEETA 
program through NASA for more-electric aircraft  
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https://newatlas.com/nasa-cheeta-funding-aircraft-fuel-cell/59725/ 

Focus on the tie in to power electronics? Thomas ask for an abstract 

The University of Illinois has announced that NASA is underwriting a project to develop 
a cryogenic hydrogen fuel cell system for powering all-electric aircraft. Funded by a 
three-year, US$6 million contract, the Center for Cryogenic High-Efficiency Electrical 
Technologies for Aircraft (CHEETA) will investigate the technology needed to produce a 
practical all-electric design to replace conventional fossil fuel propulsion systems. 

The jet engine in all its variations has revolutionized air travel, but with airline profit 
margins running wafer thin in these ecologically conscious times, there's a lot of interest 
in moving away from aircraft powered by fossil fuels and toward emission-free electric 
propulsion systems that aren't dependent on petroleum and its volatile prices. 

The CHEETA project is a consortium of eight institutions that include the Air Force 
Research Laboratory, Boeing Research and Technology, General Electric Global 
Research, Ohio State University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University 
of Arkansas, the University of Dayton Research Institute, and Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute. Although the project is still in its conceptual stage, the researchers have a firm 
vision of the technology and its potential. 

"Essentially, the program focuses on the development of a fully electric aircraft platform 
that uses cryogenic liquid hydrogen as an energy storage method," says Phillip Ansell, 
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assistant professor in the Department of Aerospace Engineering at Urbana-Champaign 
who is the project's principal investigator. "The hydrogen chemical energy is converted 
to electrical energy through a series of fuel cells, which drive the ultra-efficient electric 
propulsion system. The low temperature requirements of the hydrogen system also 
provide opportunities to use superconducting, or lossless, energy transmission and 
high-power motor systems. 

"It's similar to how MRIs work, magnetic resonance imaging. However, these necessary 
electrical drivetrain systems do not yet exist, and the methods for integrating electrically 
driven propulsion technologies into an aircraft platform have not yet been effectively 
established. This program seeks to address this gap and make foundational 
contributions in technologies that will enable fully electric aircraft of the future." 

The team points out that though progress has been made, there are many basic 
problems that need to be overcome before we see such electric aircraft taking to the 
skies. 

"Advances in recent years on non-cryogenic machines and drives have brought electric 
propulsion of commercial regional jets closer to reality, but practical cryogenic systems 
remain the 'holy grail' for large aircraft because of their unmatched power density and 
efficiency," says Associate Professor Kiruba Haran of the Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering at the University of Illinois. "The partnerships that have been 
established for this project position us well to address the significant technical hurdles 
that exist along this path." 

 

Truck – add the proposal – Fred to provide abstract  (No answer yet,  
Ross ATA association for trucking – maybe 2021)   Brij and Ralph 
know someone named “Mark” who is in more-electric trucking.  
Something about marketing group and DOE merit review.  

 

Thomas: More Potential Topics  

Similarly, I think that many of the ARPAE Summit attendees could be fantastic PSMA 
track speakers at APEC.   A former ARPAE fellow that I know is working now as a 
technology lead at Ionic Materials, which is creating polymer batteries 
(https://ionicmaterials.com/).   Higher energy – what about power Thomas Abstract 

 >> Tom will follow up with abstract (they are still confirming travel) 
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Similarly, I have spoken with folks from Opcondys (http://opcondys.com/about/) that are 
creating an optically driven, high-voltage semiconductor device. Share contact with 
Semiconductors Tim McDonald and to Joe? This could have fantastic application for 
the next-generation of electric vehicles and aircraft as the bus voltages increase.    

CSI integrated in electric machine Tom Jahns UW => Jim Walters at Delphi can help?? 

Also, I think that I should be able to get an ARPA-E fellow, program director, or tech-to-
market person to come speak.  Circuits program  Yet, would you prefer companies 
actually making stuff over the ARPAE "big picture roadmap and survey of funded 
projects" ? Thomas will provide abstract   Tom will follow up at IEEE EATS 

Is it alright if I pitch PSMA APEC speaking opportunity to these kind of folks since we do 
not know the "Yes/No" rate?   How many additional talks are we looking for? 

Simulations and modeling of Power electronics (HIL?) Seeman  Tom sent slides to 
everyone on Aug 15 

 

Terry Maynard Spain - Optimization of design?   Tom sent slides to everyone on Aug 15 

 

PC Krause and Associates (Tim O’Connell) is interested in speaking about aircraft 
power electronics obstacles, opportunities, and trends.  => Tom will get the abstract 
from him 

 

 

REQUEST for INDUSTRY SESSION DEADLINE  Sept 6 is when proposal is due.  
Just theme and the number of sessions/talks is the only requirement.  

 >> Ralph will put everything together in a table with descriptions 

 >>Will share with the folks from the email list for approval 

 >> Once we have APEC approval, then we can start getting the “review process”  
                started.  We will hear back late in October once they have discussed with the  
                APEC steering committee in early October.  Tim McDonald is involved with   
               this process.  No official approval has been giving to any possible speakers  
               since we do not know what day yet  

 

>> High School Autonomous Vehicle and wireless Charging highway STEM outreach 
(Rose-Hulman and UIUC)  Tom will send Ralph the abstract 
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Volvo Trucks GPS for dynamic calibrations/optimizations of drive train 

Bigger picture (Trains and Trucks) – design tools (training) –  future developments (pie 
in the sky aircraft) 

 

Next Meeting on the September 19th at the same time 11 AM Central (Noon EST) -- 


